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International Law, National Tribunals and
the Rights of Aliens: The West European
Experience
Peter E. Herzog*
The local remedies rule is usually considered a device to accommo-
date the legitimate desire of states to preserve their own sovereignty
with the equally legitimate desire of states to protect their nationals
who have suffered injury abroad. It is obvious that the adequacy of
the rule in serving the second of these ends will depend on the nature
and quality of the local remedies available. In turn, the effectiveness
of local remedies in protecting the rights of aliens will depend on a
variety of factors. Most importantly, there is the adequacy of the
substantive legal rights in the fields of public and private law.1
Another consideration is the practice and custom of courts in areas in
which there are no hard and fast rules of law. Thus, it is a well-
known fact that even in situations in which damage awards are not
limited by law, European courts are much less generous in granting
awards for pain and suffering than courts in the United States.2
Finally, since rights which cannot be enforced are no rights at all, the
nature of judicial and administrative remedies, the fairness and speed
of procedures,3 and the general integrity of the judicial and adminis-
trative processes are of great importance.
*Professor of Law, Syracuse University College of Law. B.A., Hobart, 1952; LL.B.,
Syracuse, 1955; LL.M., Columbia, 1956. Member of the New York Bar.
1. For surveys in English of the substantive law in the three countries concerned,
i.e., Austria, France and Germany, see, e.g., M. Alos & F. WALTON, INTRODUC ON TO
FRENCH LAw (3d ed. 1967); E. CoHN, MANuAL oF GunMw" LAw (2d ed. 1968);
B. ScvAR-z, FREN H AimumTRAnvE LAW, AND TrE COmmoN-LAw WOnLD (1954).
2. For a survey of numerous damage awards rendered by French courts, see M. LE
RoY, L'EVALUA TON DU PFRJUDICE COnPOREL (4th ed. 1966). For a similar survey of
Austrian awards, see K. JAmoscHr, 0. MuELLER & J. PiEGLER, DAS SCI MERZENSGELD IN
MEDzmiscmRm JumsscHR SxcHr (2d ed. 1962). As to the position of aliens
hurt in Austria, see id. at 82, 83. In cases in which liability is not based on fault,
maximum damages in personal injury cases in actions against railroads are Aust.
Schilling 600.000 (about $24,000) and Aust. Schilling 200.000 (about $8,000) in
automobile actions. Eisenbahn- und Kraftfahrzeughaftpflichtgesetz (Law on the Li-
ability of Railroads and Automobile Owners), Jan. 21, 1959, [1959] BGBI. 473, § 15.
Maximum liability to airplane passengers under Austrian law is Aust. Schilling 215.000
(about $8,600) unless the Warsaw Convention is applicable. German rules are quite
similar.
3. In Austria rarely more than two years will elapse between the time a civil action
is begun and its final determination after appeal to the Austrian Supreme Court. In
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It is obvious, however, that such broad topics cannot be covered
well as part of one research project, especially in the case of an area
having as large a mass of legal materials as does Western Europe.
For this reason, the present inquiry is limited to one topic only: the
extent to which the fact of alienage creates procedural obstacles for
the enforcement of rights-in particular, through the requirement of
security for costs, denial of the right to sue in forma pauperis, non-
recognition of foreign judgments, and denial of the right to sue the
government. Furthermore, this study has been restricted to three
countries, Austria, France, and Germany. In view of the numerous
treaties which affect the rights of aliens in these countries, there is a
final limitation upon the scope of this paper: generally speaking, the
rights of United States nationals, rather than those of aliens in gen-
eral, will be considered.
I. ThE CAPAcrrY oF ALIENs TO SUE
The right of United States nationals to sue in Austria, France, and
Germany, considered merely in the -abstract, does not give rise to any
particular problems.4 While both the Austrian and French Civil
Codes contain broad clauses making the exercise of any rights by
aliens dependent upon reciprocity, these clauses have only a very
limited practical effect today. Furthermore, the right to sue in all
kinds of courts is guaranteed to American nationals by the various
treaties of friendship in force with these countries.6 It is only when
France, calendars of courts of first instance are reasonably current, except in a' few
metropolitan areas where there is moderate delay; more delay is encountered in the
highest French court for regular cases, the Cour de Cassation, and in the highest
administrative court, the Counseil d'Etat.
4. See generally 3 M. WHTEMAN, DIGEST OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 406-09 (1967).
5. ALLEGEMEINES By GERX.LIcHEs GESETZBUCH (Austrian General Civil Code) § 33
(Manz ed. 1967) makes the granting of rights to aliens dependent upon reciprocity.
Reciprocity within the meaning of § 33 implies national treatment. Austrian authors
speak of "formal" reciprocity, as opposed to "material" reciprocity, -which implies rules
similar to those prevailing in Austria. The existence of this "formal" reciprocity is
ordinarily assumed. See I. SEIDL-Ho HENVELDERN, AmmcAN-Aus=AN PRIVArE INTRM-
NATIONAL LAw 38 (1963); H.- KoEmER, INTERNATIONALEs PRIVATREcHT 29 (3d ed.
1966). Occasionally, however, courts have examined the existence of. reciprocity in
connection with the right to sue of aliens. See Judgment of Oct. 25, 1961, 5 Ob 310/
61, 34 S.Z. 433. In France, Code Civile art. 11 is analogous, providing for grant of
"civil" rights to foreigners only in case of reciprocity. But art. 11 has been deprived
of substantially all its meaning by a very restrictive interpretation of what constitutes
"civil" as opposed to "human" rights. See Lefait v. Soci6t6 Galeries -St. Denis, July 27,
1948, [1948) D. Jur. 535 (Cass. civ.) (holding that aliens may exercise all rights in
France not specifically denied them by a statute).
6. Treaty of Friendship, Commerce, and Consular Rights. with Austria, June 19, 1928,
art. 1, 47 Stat. 1876, T.S. No. 838; Convention of Establishment with -France, Now:
25, 1959, art. III, [1960] 2 U.S.T. 2398, T.I.A.S. No. 4625; Treaty of Friendship;
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the practical implementation of the right to sue is involved that prob-
lems may arise.
II. SECUmTY FOR COSTS
Except in matrimonial matters, actions on negotiable instruments,
and some other proceedings of lesser importance,7 aliens bringing
civil actions in Austria must give security for costs. The amount must
be sufficient to compensate the defendant for his expected expenses,
in particular his attorney's fees.8 Although these are regulated by an
official fee schedule, the amount of security can be fairly substantial.9
The need for posting security is even more burdensome because se-
curity must usually be posted in the form of a deposit of cash or
domestic securities approved for investments by guardians; other se-
curities are usable only in the court's discretion. The use of sureties
is permissible only if other forms of security are not practicable, and
in fact their use is quite rare. The posting of security is unnecessary,
however, if plaintiff has sufficient real property in Austria or rights
secured by such property. 0 No security is due in proceedings before
the administrative court (Verwaltungsgerichtshoj).n
No security is needed if there is reciprocity. The determination
whether reciprocity exists may be made by the court only if the matter
Commerce and Navigation with Germany, Oct. 29, 1954, art. IV, [1956] 2 U.S.T.
1839, T.I.A.S. No. 3593.
7. E.g., in the case of claims brought under the Atomhaftpflichgestz (Atomic Li-
ability Law), April 29, 1964, [1964] BGB1. 758 § 32 and in situations in which there
are no real opposing parties; see Judgment of April 11, 1958, 6 Ob 5/58, 80
JiusTscuE Br. _rrma 474 (Aust. Sup. Ct.).
8. ZVILPROZEsSORDNUNG (Austrian Code of Civil Procedure) §§ 57, 60 (12th ed.
Manz 1960) [hereinafter cited Austr. ZPO]. The term aliens includes all persons not
having Austrian nationality (except refugees domiciled in Austria). In the case of
compaies no security is required if they have their seat (actual headquarters) in
Austria; the nationality of stockholders is immaterial. 2 H. FASCHING, KOMmENTAn
zT vr r ZnLPnozEssGEsErzEN 386, 387 (1962). The nationality of the defendant is
not material. An American national can demand security from another American
national suing him in Austria. Judgment of Feb. 9, 1949, 22 S.Z. 49 (Aust. Sup. Ct.).
9. In a case involving the relatively small sum of Aust. Schilling 6.508 (about
$260), security was imposed in the amount of Aust. Schilling 1.300 (about $52).
Judgment of February 9, 1949, 1 Ob '32, 4 OEsEn acmscrm JUu5TENzErruNG 448.
In somewhat more substantial cases, a security of Aust. Schilling 10.000 (about $400)
would not be unusual.
10. Austr. ZPO, supra note 8, §§ 56, 57. Foreign securities apparently are not
acceptable, but foreign currency, if convertible, is all right, unless exchange control
rules present an obstacle. See 2 FAscHInG, supra note 8, at 384-86. In Austria, as
elsewhere in Europe, there are usually no surety companies which make it a business
to act as professional sureties in court cases; however, banks are sometimes willing
to perform such a function.
11. The Verwaltungsgerichtshofgesetz (Law concerning the Administrative Court)
of 1965, Nov. 17, 1964, [1965] BGBI. 289 contains no requirement for the posting of
security.
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is clear. Otherwise, the court must address an inquiry to the Ministry
of Justice and is bound by its answer.12 The nature of this declaration
and its constitutionality under separation of powers principles has
puzzled Austrian authors.13 It is not considered as an administrative
"decision" in the true sense of the word, and hence is not reviewable
judicially.14
When requests for information are addressed to the Austrian Min-
istry of Justice, they are answered on the basis of information avail-
able to it, either in its fairly extensive library or in its files. If that
proves impractical, an inquiry is addressed to the pertinent Austrian
embassy or consulate, unless the country in question is willing to
supply this information. 15 From time to time, the Ministry of Justice
publishes notices in its official bulletin about reciprocity. 16 Since
such declarations do not refer to a particular case, they do not seem
binding on the court, 17 although they obviously are intended to
obviate the need for an individual inquiry.
The 1931 Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Consular Rights
between Austria and the United States' 8 does not cover security for
costs. An American plaintiff once argued that no security was required
of Austrian plaintiffs in the State of New York, since security in New
York covered only a relatively small sum for court costs not including
attorney's fees, and hence no security should be required of New York
residents in Austria. However, the Austrian Supreme Court decided
that foreign nationals could be required to post security whenever
Austrians had to post security in the country in question, regardless of
the amount.19 As to New York residents in particular, the Austrian
12. Austr. ZPO, supra note 8, § 57.
13. For an opinion that such declarations are not constitutional, see R. Wi iTra,
VEMFASSUNG UND GEmc:r=sBAnx=rT 72-75 (1960). On the other hand, it has been
argued that these declarations are merely statements of facts, and hence not uncon-
stitutional exercises of judicial power by an administrative authority. 2 FAscrnn, supra
note 8, at 394 and authorities cited.
14. See judgment of Feb. 24, 1958, 13 OEsTERcmcms JuIsTEzErruN 668
(Aust. Adm. Ct.).
15. The author wishes to express his thanks at this point to Sektionschef Dr. V.
Hoyer and Ministerialrat Dr. R. Loewe, of the Austrian Ministry of Justice, who
kindly supplied the author with much factual information. Any errors are exclusively
the author's.
16. See, e.g., as to security for costs in New York, a notice published in 1948
JuSTIzA TSBLATT 92. The JUSTIZAMTSBLATr, the official bulletin of the Ministry of
Justice destined mainly for employees of the Ministry and of the courts, should not
be confused with the Official Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt) in which all new laws and
regulations must be published before they go into effect. See also Rechtshilfeerlass
finer buergerliche Rechtssachen (regulation concerning international judicial coopera-
tion in civil cases), Nov. 15, 1951, [19513 JUsTIZAMa-sBLATr 73, app. B at 97.
17. Judgment of Oct. 25, 1961, 5 Ob 310/61, 34 S.Z. 433 (Aust. Sup. Ct.).
18. Note 6 supra.
19. Judgment of Feb. 23, 1955, 11 OEs cstmScnx JUSrISTTENZETUNG 129 (Aust.
1968 ]
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Ministry of Justice has taken the position that since security is re-
quired in New York of non-domiciliaries, New York citizens suing in
Austria must post security unless they are residents of that country.20
Obviously, the same rule will apply in the case of most other United
States citizens.
The impact of these rules is reduced by a number of factors. In
the first place, the posting of security can be avoided by assigning
the claim to an Austrian national.21 Secondly, the defendant must
demand security in limine litis; if he fails to do so, he has waived his
right to demand security.22 Finally, the plaintiff need not give se-
curity if he swears an oath either before the court in which his suit
is pending, or before a court at his domicil or residence, that he is
financially unable to post security.23 The Austrian Supreme Court held
in the case of an American national domiciled in New York that an
affidavit sworn to before a notary public, to which a county clerk's
certificate was annexed, amounted to substantial compliance with this
rule.24
In France, alien plaintiffs must likewise post security (cautio judica-
tur solvi) in actions before the regular civil and commercial courts,
though not before the administrative courts.5 However, the basis for
computing the amount of security is different. Security must include
the defendant's taxable costs, but these are relatively minor-the fees
of the avou , who acts as agent for litigation, the clerk's fees, and
taxes due for the judgment. The much more substantial fees of the
avocat, who handles the oral phases of law suits, are not reimbursable
and hence not to be taken into consideration in computing the amount
of security. On the other hand, French defendants frequently bring
counterclaims based on the alleged abusive nature of plaintiff's law
suit. Such counterclaims are rarely successful, but security must in-
lude a provision intended to cover a favorable judgment on such a
Sup. Ct.). See also Judgment of Feb. 9, 1949, 1 Ob 32, 4 OEST.EmIricHiscr
JunisT-zEiTC JN 448.
20. See note 17 supra.
21. Judgment of March 11, 1936, 13 Evidenzblatt der Rechtsmittelentscheidungen
132 No. 377 (Oberlandesgericht Vienna) (reasoning that the assignee becomes per.
sonally liable for costs).
22. Austr. ZPO, supra note 8, § 59. It is immaterial that defendant did not request
security in time because he was unaware plaintiff was an alien. Judgment of March 19,
1952, 1 Ob 223, 7 OFsThEnmcmsCHE JuTusTmuzErrnrG 299 (Aust. Sup. Ct.). But an
increase- in security may be demanded during suit. Austr. ZPO, supra note 8, § 62.
23. Austr. ZPO, supra note 8, § 60. If a person is granted legal aid, posting of
security becomes likewise unnecessary. Id. § 64.
24. Judgment of Sept. 2, 1953, 2 Ob 262/53, 26 S.Z. 580 (Aust. Sup. Ct.). Reciproc-
ity is immaterial. Judgment of Feb. 20, 1952, 1 Ob 131/52, 25 S.Z. 114 (Aust. Sup.
ct.).
25. C. Civ. art. 16 (64e ed. Petits Codes Dalloz 1965); C. Puoc. Civ. art, 166
(58e ed. Petits Codes Dalloz 1962), As to administrative proceedings, the rule stated
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counterclaim, although all other kinds of counterclaims are not to be
taken into consideration.26 Since the value of the counterclaim is diffi-
cult to assess, security is usually fixed in an arbitrary amount, such as
500 francs or 1,000 francs.7
Security is due in all matters, but only defendants who are French
nationals may claim it.29 Reciprocity is immaterial unless guaranteed
by treaty. Unfortunately, the Convention of Establishment with
France of 1959 provides specifically that its clause granting easy
access to courts does not amount to an exemption from the require-
ment of security.30 Since in France the granting of legal aid does not
exempt one from the duty to post security, the Convention clause
concerning legal aid is also of no assistance in that matter.31
In France, as elsewhere, security is waived unless it is requested
at the outset of the suit, before any other issue is raised.32 Further
proceedings are stayed pending a decision on security. As a conse-
quence, defendants occasionally request security more because they
wish to delay plaintiff's action than out of any fear that plaintiff may
be unable to pay a judgment against him.3
During the tenure of Professor Jean Foyer as Minister of Justice,
a commission examined the various French rules dealing with inter-
national litigation, including security for costs. Some members of the
commission seem to have felt that security for costs did not serve a
very useful function and could be dispensed with altogether, but in
the end, abolition of security was proposed only for resident aliens. 6
is absolutely correct only as to the Conseil d'Etat. There are a few cases in which
security was demanded by administrative tribunals. See AuBy & DRAGO TRArr DE
coNTirTmiux ADMmSTRATTm at No. 154 (1962).
26. C. Pno. Civ. art. 166 (58e ed. Petits Codes Dalloz 1962); P. Hxnzoc, Crvir.
PnocEDUR IN FRANCE 243-44, 270-71 (1967); P. BELLEr, LE DRorr 'EsTm EN
JUSTICE 15-17 (1967) (multilithed record of lecture given before Centre Europ6en
Universitaire Nancy). The present author is indebted to Judge Bellet for his kindness
in making available to him this publication, which contains numerous references to
actual French practice in cases with international implications which are not other-
wise reported.
27. P. BELLxr, supra note 26, at 16.
28. Originally, C. PRo. Crv. art. 423 made an exception for commercial matters,
but was abrogated by the Law of March 5, 1895, [18951 D.P..IV: 36. By way of
exception, no security must be posted when provisional relief is requested .under, the
so-called rqf&r procedure, e.g., Thalia v. Vve. Schlusnus, [1955] D. Jur. 492 (Cour
d'appel, Paris).
29. See, e.g., an 1893 case at D.P. II. 583 (Cour d'appel, Bordeaux) (subject,
however, to an exception for "privileged" aliens). Security is -not due if the plaintiff
owns sufficient real property in France. C. Pno. Civ. art. 167 (58e ed. Petits Codes
Dalloz 1962).
30. Convention of Establishment with France, supra note 6, Protocol No. 3.
31. Barker Bros. v.-,Bussoz, [1961]- D.J. 499 (Tribunal de Grande Instance de la
Seine).
32. C. Pno. Civ. arts. 168, 192 (58e ed. Petits Codes Dalloz 1962).
33. P. BEL.ET, supra note 26, at 14-15.
34. Id. at 17.
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Nothing further was done on this proposal after Professor Foyer left
the Ministry of Justice.
In Germany, basic rules concerning security for costs are quite
similar to those prevailing in Austria. Unless reciprocity exists, se-
curity must be posted for the defendant's anticipated expenses in the
first instance and, in the court's discretion, in a possible appeal.-
These include essentially the defendant's attorney's fees, which are
subject to an official schedule. Ordinarily, three times the so-called
"basic" fee will be granted as security. According to the schedule,
for a law suit involving an amount of $12,500, security is likely to
be about $550.
A Protocol to the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation
with the Federal Republic of Germany provides that security need
not be posted by individuals having their residence or a commercial
establishment where the action is brought.36 Unfortunately, the En-
glish and German texts of the Treaty, officially of equal authenticity,
are somewhat divergent on this point. According to the German text,
the plaintiff must have his residence within the district of the court,
which is likely to be a relatively small area, especially in Germany.
According to the English text, however, the plaintiff's residence must
be within the territory of the opposing party. A leading German au-
thority feels that it is enough if, in the case of an action brought in
Germany, the plaintiff has his residence somewhere in Germany, while
in the case of an action in a state court in the United States, the
plaintiff's residence must be in that particular state, though a resi-
dence anywhere in the United States is sufficient for an action brought
in federal court?3 The Status of Forces Agreement originally pro-
tected United States military personnel stationed in Germany, and
they did not have to post security when suing in German courts.
Now they are covered by the Treaty of Friendship.38
35. ZaIVPROZESSORDNtn G (German Code of Civil Procedure) §§ 110, 112 (C.H.
Beck 1966) [hereinafter cited German ZP0J. Under § 110 no security need be
given in suits arising out of rights entered in the public land records, in so-called
"documentary" suits, and in suits based on bills of exchange. Counterclaims are
immaterial. As in Austria, so-called "material" reciprocity, i.e., similarity of substan-
tive laws and not mere national treatment, is required to justify a finding of reciprocity.
There is no provision for binding declarations as to reciprocity by administrative
bodies; this must be determined by the courts, although they can obtain guidance on
foreign law from the administrative authorities. Cf. 1 B. WWnczorXK, ZIv1na'nozrssonD-
NUNG UND NEBENCES EE 845-79 (1957).
36. Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation with Germany, Tupra note 6,
Protocol No. 6.
37. A. BuLow & H. ARNOLD, DER INTERNATIONALE RECHTSVERKEHB IN ZIVIL UND
HAND ESSACHEN 391-95 n.16 (1954); M. DoimK, GEmRAN-AMERICAN PRIVATE LAW
RELATioNs CASEs 1945-1955, at 84 (1956).
38. Supplementary Agreement to the NATO Status of Forces Agreement with Regard
to Forces Stationed in the German Federal Republic, Aug. 3, 1959, art. 31, [1963]
1 U.S.T. 531, T.I.A.S. No. 5351.
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III. LEGAL AID
In Europe, legal aid (Armenrecht, assistance judiciaire) is rather
far-reaching. A person granted legal aid by the appropriate authorities
is not only freed from the duty of paying filing fees and other court
costs such as the ubiquitous stamp taxes, but also becomes entitled
to the free services of counsel (including, in France, an avocat as well
as an avou4 if the action is brought before a court where both are
needed),39 In all three countries mentioned, aliens cannot claim this
right, however, unless reciprocity is insured.
In Austria the situation as to legal aid is quite similar to that pre-
vailing in the case of security for costs. As to United States citizens
the matter is not covered by treaty. Whenever there is doubt as
to the existence of reciprocity, an inquiry must be addressed to the
Ministry of Justice, whose decision is binding.40 The general view
seems to be that the less extensive character of the American legal
aid system4l would not prevent the existence of reciprocity, and that
in New York and many other states, legal aid would be granted to
Austrian nationals, but only to the extent they reside there.4 Hence,
generally speaking, American nationals not residing in Austria are
unlikely to obtain legal aid.
The position of United States citizens in France is much more fav-
orable. The 1959 Convention of Establishment grants national treat-
ment as to legal aid.43 Unfortunately, the Treaty of Friendship be-
tween Germany and the United States does not go as far. Since
the United States was unwilling, for political as well as constitutional
reasons, to agree to a provision giving German nationals the right to
legal aid in state as well as federal courts, and Germany was un-
willing to make unilateral concessions," the Treaty provides that in
39. For a general survey, see Schweinburg, Legal Assistance Abroad, 17 U. Cm. L.
REv. 270 (1949).
40. Austr. ZPO, supra note 8, §§ 63, 64.
41. Under Austr. ZPO, supra note 8, § 64 an individual who has been granted legal
aid is freed temporarily from stamp and similar taxes, need not post security for costs,
becomes entitled to the free services of a lawyer if these are required, and is also freed
from interpreter's and witness's fees. Furthermore, such a person need not pay consular
fees, a matter of some significance in international litigation. See Konsulargebuehren-
gesetz (Law on Consular Fees), July 18, 1952, [1952] BGBI. 508. The same rules
prevail before the Administrative Court (which hears proceedings to review adminis-
trative action). Verwaltungsgerichtshofgesetz (Law Concerning the Administrative
Court), Nov. 17, 1964, [1965] BGBI. 289, § 61. The same is true of proceedings
before the Constitutional Court. See L. WwmF & H. KLECATSKY, DAS OESTER-
tmcl CE BUNDESVEnRFASSUNGSRECrT 729 (1961).
42. 2 H. FAscn rc, supra note 8, at 523-24.
43. Convention of Establishment with France, supra note 6. The basic law con-
cerning legal aid in France is the Law of January 22, 1851, 2 [1851] D.P. IV. 25 (since
amended several times). For more details, see P. HEozOG, supra note 26, at 545-50.
44. Cf. A. BuLow & H. ARNOLD, supra note 37, at 991-92 n.16. The scope of legal
1968 ]
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the United States, German nationals are entitled to legal aid in the
federal courts, while United States nationals suing in German courts
must be granted legal aid in those instances in which their action,
if brought in the United States, could, or would have to, be brought
in a federal court.4 5 This provision would seem to make legal aid
available very widely, since diversity of citizenship will usually be
present. It is unfortunate, however, that in matters involving relatively
small sums, as well as various domestic relations problems, legal aid
will not be available pursuant to the Treaty. To the extent reciprocity
can be shown to exist in fact, it can, of course, be granted even in
cases not provided for in the Treaty. As in the case of security for
costs, the question whether there is reciprocity must be determined
by the court or other authority concerned. While information on for-
eign law may be requested from the Federal Ministry of Justice, the
latter does not issue any binding declarations. 46
In all three countries discussed, the rules concerning legal aid apply
also before the administrative courts, and in Germany and Austria be-
fore the Constitutional Court as well.47
IV. ENFORCEMENT OF FoREIGN JUDGMENTS
The expanding scope of jurisdictional concepts in the United States
makes it more likely that United States citizens will obtain judgments
against foreign nationals or companies in the United States. Un-
fortunately, the chances for enforcing such judgments abroad are
frequently not good.48 In all countries concerned, a distinction must
be drawn in this connection between matrimonial judgments and
other matters.
In Austria a foreign judgment may be enforced or recognized in
aid in Germany is rather similar to that of Austrian legal aid, though in Austria the
law requires the granting of legal aid only if the costs of litigation would deprive the
party of essential support, while the German legislation speaks in terms of adequate
support. Furthermore, as noted before, in Germany there are no binding adminis-
trative findings of reciprocity, although reciprocity is required. German ZPO, supra
note 35, § 114.
45. Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation with Germany, supra note 6,
Protocol No. 7. Under the new Status of Forces Agreement, art. 31, supra note 38,
U.S. military personnel are covered by the Treaty of Friendship. For the earlier
Treaty, see A. BuLow & H. AnNOLD, supra note 37, at 991-92 n.17. For some other
exceptions to the reciprocity requirement, see 1 WnmczoRMC, supra note 35, at 898.
Cf. DoiE, supra note 37, at 85.
46. Note 44 supra.
47. As to Austria, see note 41 supra. As to France, see Law of January 22, 1851,
art. 1, supra note 43. As to Germany, see Verwaltungsgerichtsordnung (Law Concern-
ing the Administrative Court), [1960] BGB1. I 17, § 166; Finanzgerichtsordnung (Tax
Court Law), [1965] BGBI. I 1477, § 142.
48. See generally Nadelmam, note 73 infra.
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non-matrimonial matters only if reciprocity is insured by treaty or by
an official declaration of the Austrian government published in the
Austrian Official Gazette.49 This declaration should not be confused
with the information given in a specific case by the Ministry of Justice.
The declaration in question here is more akin to an administrative
regulation. In fact, very few such declarations have ever been is-
sued.50 Since the United States has no treaty with Austria concerning
the enforcement of judgments, and since no declaration on reciprocity
has been issued by the Austrian government, United States judgments
in non-matrimonial matters are of no effect in Austria. It might be
added that problems would remain even if the obstacle of reciprocity
could be removed, since Austria requires, as additional conditions for
recognition and enforcement, that the foreign court have had juris-
diction under Austrian concepts of jurisdiction and that the defendant
has been served in person in the foreign country, in Austria, or else-
where through official judicial cooperation. Moreover, there are some
additional requirements.5' A judgment not entitled to recognition or
enforcement, however, sometimes can be given some effect as a fact.
52
The recognition of divorce and other matrimonial judgments in
Austria still is governed by German legislation, the so-called Fourth
Implementing Decree Concerning the Marriage Law.53 Under it,
judgments rendered by the national court of both spouses are entitled
to recognition without further proceedings4 In the case of United
States citizens, this recognition presumably would apply only to de-
cisions by courts of the state in which both spouses are domiciled.
In all other cases, the foreign judgment is of no effect until it has
49. Executionsordnung (Law Concerning Execution) §§ 79, 84 (10th ed. Manz
1961). The law deals directly only with the enforcement of foreign judgments but is
also applied to recognition. 2 R. PoLLAK, SYsTEm :Es OBSTMEaMBEUsCIMN Zrvn-
rRozE:ssREc-=s mrI EiNscamuss nEs ExEcuTiONSRECHTEs 543 (1931); Judgment of
Dec. 14, 1949, 2 Ob 223/49, 22 S.Z. 454 (Aust. Sup. Ct.).
50. One has been issued as to Bosnia-Herzegowina. See Judgment of Oct. 18, 1927,
Ob 11/1015, 46 ZENTRALBLATT Ftm Dm JuarsTiscHi PRAxis 149 (Aust. Sup. Ct.).
Others were issued as to Hungary, Germany, Italy and Roumania. For a general
discussion, see Hoyer, Bemerkungen zur Geschichte de Vollstreckung ausliinolischer
Entscheidungen in 6sterreich im 19. Jahrhundert, 5 ZrrscB FTmR-REcnrsnEaGLEicH
UNG 94, 102 (1964). At the present time, informal discussions seem to be in progress
concerning the issuance of such declarations as to one or more Canadian provinces;
this would be an informal method of insuring reciprocity, particularly in connection
with support orders.
51. Executionsordnung, supra note 49, §§ 80, 81. Additional conditions are: the
defendant must have had a chance to participate in the proceedings, and there may
be no violation of Austrian public policy.
52. 3 FAscHnaq, supra note 8, at 745-46. See also id. at 748-79 for a list of treaties
between Austria and various foreign countries (not including the United States) con-
cerning execution of judgments.
53. Law of October 25, 1941, [19413 RGBI. 1 654. This law is no longer in effect
in Germany. See text accompanying note 77 infra.
54. Id. § 24(4).
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been recognized by a decision of the Austrian Ministry of Justice.
Such a decision is required not only as a precondition of a judicial
recognition of the judgment, but also as a precondition for any re-
marriage in Austria. The decision of the Ministry of Justice is binding
on all courts and administrative authorities.0 While it is reviewable
by the Administrative Court,5 6 the number of cases in which judicial
review actually is sought is extremely small.57 Proceedings are quite
expeditious and inexpensive.5 8 In instances in which it is unlikely that
the other spouse will not object to recognition, that spouse sometimes
is not even summoned.
5 9
In determining whether recognition should be granted a foreign
divorce, the Austrian Ministry of Justice must determine whether
there has been compliance with the conditions of section 328 of the
German Code of Civil Procedure. That section requires in particular
that the foreign court have jurisdiction according to the jurisdictional
concepts of the court where the judgment is drawn into question; thus
Austrian law must be used. Under the pertinent Austrian statute,
Austrian courts have exclusive jurisdiction if the husband is an Austrian
national and has resided in Austria during the entire period covered
by the suit.60 Furthermore, if the defendant is an Austrian national
who has not appeared, the summons must have been served upon
him in person in the foreign country, or elsewhere by international
judicial cooperation. There is also a public policy exception.61 Re-
ciprocity could be required, but never is. In actual practice, effect
seems to be denied rather routinely to Mexican ex parte divorces.62
55. Id. § 24. If an issue as to the validity of a divorce arises in an action pending
in Austria, the court should refer the issue to the Ministry of Justice on its own
motion. Judgment of Nov. 4, 1959, 6 Ob 250/39, 32 S.Z. 396 (Aust. Sup. Ct.).
56. H. KonEHanE, INTmNATioNALEs PmvATRErr 68 (3d ed. 1966).
57. Approximately 500 such applications for recognition are made each year; this
would amount to a total of about 10,000 since the independence of Austria was
reestablished in 1945. Not many more than 10 decisions have been reviewed by the
Administrative Court, however.
58. According to the Gerichts-und Justizverwaltungsgebuehrengesetz 1962 (Law on
Court and Administrative Fees), May 22, 1963, [19633 BGBI. 628 § 39, item
18(a) (3), the fee is to be between Aust. Schilling 20 and 2000 (about $.80-$80), the
amount to be determined in the discretion of the administrative authorities. In practice,
the Ministry of Justice seems to charge about one per cent of the applicant's monthly
income if he has no dependents, less if he has, but always remaining within the
statutory limits mentioned.
59. The feeling seems to be that although this procedure may be somewhat unortlio-
dox, failure to summon the other spouse is justified in the interest of speed and
saving of expenses whenever it is unlikely that objections will be raised.
60. Jurisdictionsnorm (Law on Jurisdiction), August 1, 1895, [1895] Aust. RCBI.
No. 111, § 76.
61. German ZPO, supra note 35, § 328.
62. See, e.g., Judgment of July 9, 1959, 82 JunxsTrscnE BLAErTm 397 (Aust. Admin.
Ct.) (affirming decision of non-recognition by Ministry of Justice).
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The requirements for the recognition of foreign judgments in France
have been described in some detail in a number of American publi-
cations and therefore can be discussed here briefly.6 A distinction
once again is drawn between matrimonial and other judgments. In
neither case, however, is reciprocity required. Non-matrimonial judg-
ments can be neither enforced nor given a res judicata effect in
France unless they are subjected to a so-called exequatur procedure
which, in practice, is similar to a regular civil action. The rules con-
cerning the granting of exequatur are basically judge-made. One of
these rules, in particular, makes it difficult for United States nationals
to enforce American judgments in France against French nationals:
in the French view, foreign judgments cannot be granted exequatur
unless the foreign court had jurisdiction in accordance with French
rules. Under articles 14 and 15 of the French Civil Code, however,
French courts can always deal with cases involving at least one
French party. As a corollary, foreign courts are said to lack juris-
diction in actions involving a French national unless the French
national waives the requirement that the foreign court have jurisdic-
tion in accordance with French rules. An express written waiver
before the action is brought will be given effect, but participation
in the foreign action is not necessarily considered as a waiver. Other
less important obstacles to recognition are: rules conditioning the
grant of exequatur on the use of choice of law rules leading to the
application of the law applicable under French choice of law rules,
observation of minimum rules of procedural fairness, and an absence
of fraud on the law and violations of public policy. Presently, the
French courts exercise a fair amount of restraint in the use of the
public policy exception. Until a few years ago, although a judgment
fulfilled all the conditions mentioned, it was not automatically en-
titled to exequatur.64 French courts sometimes asserted a right to re-
view foreign judgments on the merits and to deny recognition to judg-
ments considered ill-founded in law or fact. In a 1964 case involving
a judgment of a court in New York, the Cour de Cassation, France's
highest court, abandoned that right.
65
Divorce and other matrimonial judgments have a res judicata effect
in France without exequatur, though exequatur is still necessary when-
ever such a judgment is to be the basis for a constraint upon person
63. E.g., P. Hznzoc, supra note 26, at 587; Nadelmann, French Courts Recognize
Foreign Money-Judgments: One Down and More to Go, 13 Am. J. Comp. L. 72
(1964); Nadelmann, Jurisdictionally Improper Fora in Treaties on Recognition of
Judgments: The Common Market Draft, 67 CoLuls. L. RE.v. 995 (1967) and authorities
there cited.
64. P. HERoG, supra note 26, at 595-96 and authorities there cited.
65. Munzer v. Dame Jacoby-Munzer, [1964] J.C.P. II. 13590 (Cass. civ. Ire).
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or property in France. In a situation where exequatur is required
the same rules apply as in the case of other judgments. Exequatur
may be useful in other instances too. Though no exequatur is re-
quired to confer a res judicata effect on foreign divorce judgments,
the rules used in connection with exequatur must be used to determine
the validity of a foreign matrimonial judgment if its effectiveness is
drawn into question in a judicial proceeding. 6 On the basis of these
requirements, American and Mexican migratory divorces have re-
peatedly been denied effect in France, even in instances in which,
because of the bilateral nature of the divorce proceedings, they were
likely to receive recognition in the parties' American domicil.61
The recent review of French rules concerning international litiga-
tion also involved the jurisdictional rules of articles 14 and 15 of the
Civil Code. No practical changes resulted. However, pursuant to
article 220 of the Treaty creating the European Common Market, 68 a
group of experts have drafted a proposed treaty which would, within
the confines of the European Economic Community, abolish articles
14 and 15. The proposed treaty would not benefit United States
citizens or others not nationals of European Economic Community
countries.
69
The distinction between the effectiveness of foreign divorce judg-
ments and other foreign judgments exists in Germany as well. Out-
side the sphere of divorce and other matrimonial action foreign judg-
ments are not effective in Germany unless they comply with the
requirements of section 328 of the German Zivilprozessordnung.10 To
be entitled to recognition, the foreign judgment first of all must have
been rendered in a jurisdiction which grants reciprocity to German
judgments, unless the foreign judgment does not involve money
matters and under German rules no German court would have been
competent to deal with the matter. Unlike the situation in Austria,
reciprocity does not depend on an official governmental declaration.
Whether there is reciprocity must be determined by the court, al-
66. P. Hxnzoc, supra note 26, at 597-98 and authorities cited.
67. Freed, Recognition of Mexican Divorces-France, 1 INT'L LAWYER 55 (1966).
68. Treaty Establishing the European Economic Community, March 25, 1957, 298
U.N.T.S. 11.
69. The text of the draft has been reprinted in English translation at 1 CCH
Com. MErT. REP. ff 6003. For comments, see Nadelmann, Jurisdictionally Improper
Fora in Treaties on Recognition of Judgments: the Common Market Draft, 67 COLUMt.
L. REv. 995 (1967); Weser, Some Reflections on the Draft Treaty on the Execution of
Judgments in the EEC, [1965] U. ILL. L.F. 771; Bellet, L'laboration d'une convention
sur la reconnaissance des jugements dans le cadre du March6 Commun, 92 JounNAL Du
DRorr INTEmNATIONAL 833 (1965).
70. German ZPO, supra note 35, §§ 722, 723. Although the use of a special enforce-
ment procedure is required only for enforcement purposes, during this procedure the
court must check whether the conditions of ZPO § 328 have been complied with.
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though the court may request the executive branch to supply infor-
mation on points of foreign law. Unfortunately, the question of
reciprocity as to American judgments is somewhat confused. The
commentators are divided on the issue, though the more recent view
seems to be that there is reciprocity, at least as to some states.71
Unfortunately, a leading decision of the German Supreme Court
denies the existence of reciprocity. Its continued significance may be
subject to some doubt, however, since it was rendered under peculiar
conditions. After the great San Francisco earthquake, litigation arose
between many residents of that city and certain German insurance
companies authorized to do business in California. To facilitate the
enforcement of the resulting judgments in Germany, the California
legislature enacted an amendment to the California Code of Civil
Procedure, providing that foreign country judgments should be en-
titled to the same effect in California as California judgments. 2 In a
proceeding by several California residents to enforce judgments ob-
tained by them in California against a German insurance company,
the Oberlandesgericht (intermediate appellate court) in Colmar
found as a fact that California courts examined not only whether
foreign courts had jurisdiction in the international sense-the only
matter examined by German courts in connection with foreign judg-
ment-but also whether the foreign courts were competent under
their own law, something which amounted to a reexamination of the
merits. Furthermore, the German court found that in equity both
foreign and domestic judgments were subject to a possible reexami-
nation, for instance, if fraud was alleged. For both of these reasons
it denied the existence of reciprocity. The German Supreme Court
affirmed. It held that as to the issue of California law, it was bound
by the findings of the Colmar court. On that basis, however, there
was no reciprocity since reciprocity meant that the foreign country
had to treat German judgments approximately in the same manner
as Germany treated foreign judgments, not that foreign and domestic
judgments were treated alike.73 The decision has been criticized as
71. Denying reciprocity on the ground that American courts will reexamine the
merits, at least to a limited extent, see 1 F. ST=m & M. JONAS, KomMEaNTAR zua ZPO
17 (8th ed. 1953); somewhat doubtful, but assuming reciprocity at least as to New
York and federal courts, 2 B. WmczoPmc, supra note 35, at 770-71. But the 1963
supplement of that work assumes reciprocity much more positively. See 7 B. WIEcz-
oaFK, supra note 35, at 156 (1963).
72. CAL. LAws 1907, ch. 178 (now CAL. CODE Civ. Nho. § 1915 (West Supp.
1967)).
73. C. v. Rh. & M. Feuerversicherungsaktiengesellschaft, March 26, 1909, 70 RGZ
434. For a comment see Nadelmann, Nonrecognition of American Money Judgments
Abroad and What to Do About It, 42 IOwA L. REV. 236, 252 (1957). Cf. -L. RAAPE,
INTRNAnONALEs PmvATEEcaT 137 (5th ed. 1961).
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resting on a misconception of American law.74 An unexpressed reason
for the decision may have been the fear of the German courts that
the California statute providing for reciprocity had been enacted
merely to secure enforcement of the earthquake judgments and would
be abrogated immediately after that had been accomplished, a fear
which has proved to be quite groundless. The German Supreme
Court does not seem to have had another occasion to rule on the
question of reciprocity. Lower courts generally, but not universally,
have followed the Supreme Court.
7 5
An additional obstacle to the enforcement of American judgments
exists in the case of default judgments. Section 328 of the German
Code of Civil Procedure permits the recognition of foreign default
judgments rendered against German nationals only in case of per-
sonal service on the German defendant within the jurisdiction of the
rendering court, or in case of service in Germany through formal
judicial cooperation. While German authorities have been ready to
effectuate so-called informal service on behalf of American plaintiffs,
there can be no formal service in the absence of a treaty arrange-
ment to that effect. It is not clear to what extent this siuation will
be modified when the recent Hague Convention on the service of
documents, already ratified by the United States,7 6 comes into effect
as far as Germany is concerned. American judgments also can be
denied recognition if they, broadly speaking, violate German public
policy, or if, in matters involving personal status, substantive rules
have been used which are less favorable to the German party than
those indicated by German choice of law rules. This fact may be
important especially as to divorce and to the formal requirements
for marriages celebrated in Germany. Finally, a foreign judgment
cannot be recognized in Germany in cases in which, under German
law, a German court has exclusive jurisdiction. Outside the divorce
area, the last three rules mentioned do not seem to have created
particular problems as to American judgments.
As to divorce and other matrimonial judgments, the rules discussed
in connection with Austrian law are more or less applicable in Germa-
ny too. Although the so-called Fourth Implementing Decree Con-
cerning the Marriage Law was abrogated in Germany in 1961, the
74. Felber, Die Vollstreckbarkeit von Urteilen Amerikanischer Gerichte in Deutsch.
land, 60 Juiusr'scE WocHNscmu=r 112 (1931).
75. For a list of cases denying reciprocity, see id. at 113 n.25. Asserting reciprocity,
at least as to Illinois, see Judgment of May 3, 1935, 64 JunisTiscim WOCHENSCHiurT
2750 (Kammergericht Berlin).
76. See Amram, The United States Ratification of the Hague Convention on Service
of Documents Abroad, 61 Am. J. INT'L L. 1019 (1967). The Convention, in addition,
has been ratified by the United Kingdom. Bevans, Contemporary Practice of the
United States Relating to International Law, 62 Am. J. INT'L L. 472, 478-80 (1968).
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law which has replaced it retains the principle of administrative rec-
ognition.77 Application must be made in the first instance to the De-
partment of Justice of the appropriate province (Land).78 The pro-
cedure seems to be largely a matter within the discretion of the ad-
ministrative agency,79 and the decision of the administrative authorities
is subject to review by the competent Oberlandesgericht (intermediate
appellate tribunal). 8° The new law states specifically that reciprocity
is not a requirement for recognition of matrimonial judgments.8'
Unlike the earlier decree, however, it does not refer to the German
Code of Civil Procedure for the substantive conditions for recognition.
It is clear, though, that these rules are still relevant, since no sub-
stantive rules are contained in the new law.P Problems in divorce
cases may arise because of the rule making recognition dependent
upon the observance of German concepts of international jurisdiction.
In particular, a foreign divorce rendered in a case in which one of
the parties is a German national will not be entitled to recognition
unless the defendant had a foreign (non-German) nationality, or
had his ordinary residence outside Germany where the judgment was
rendered, or the spouses had their last common residence there, or
recognition is sought by the defendant in the divorce action.s No
recourse to administrative authorities is needed in case of divorces
granted by the country of which both spouses are nationals.84
V. CLAv s AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT
In France, no restrictions prevent aliens from suing the French Re-
public or its administrative subdivisions in accordance with appropri-
ate rules of substantive law. These actions must ordinarily be brought
in the administrative courts, although in some instances such as auto-
mobile accidents, the action must be brought in the regular courts. 5
In Austria, the rather far-reaching law concerning governmental
liability is probably of little help to American plaintiffs. Section 7 of
77. Familienrechtsaenderungsgesetz (Law Modifying Rules of Family Law), August
11, 1961, [1961] BGBl. I. 1227, art. 7.
78, Id. § 1(1)-(2). The application must be made in the province where either
spouse has a residence; if no spouse has a residence in Germany, then in the province
where the new marriage is to be celebrated. It is also possible to petition for non-
recognition of a foreign decree. Familienrechtsaenderungsgesetz, supra note 77, art.
7, § 1(7).
79. 7 B. WmczoREx, supra note 35, at 160.
80. Familienrechtsaenderungsgesetz, supra note 77, §§ 1(4)-(6). No further review
is possible.
81. Id. § 1(1).
82. 7 B. WmczoEK, supra note 35, at 161.
83. German ZPO, supra note 35, § 606(a); L. RAAPE, supra note 73, at 308.
84. Familienrechtsaenderungsgesetz, supra note 77, art. 7, § 1(1).
85. E.g., P. HEnzoG, supra note 26, at 115-16.
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that law provides that aliens may sue under its provisions only if
there is reciprocity. 6 Reciprocity must be shown by a declaration
on that issue from the Federal Chancery (Bundeskanzleramt), the
office charged with the conduct of Austria's foreign affairs. This
declaration is not subject to judicial review. 87 As in the case of the
analogous declarations required in the case of security for costs and
legal aid, it is binding on the court where the action is pending. The
Federal Chancery seems to take the position that reciprocity is insured
only if the foreign country grants rights which are substantially similar
to those available in Austria; that Austrian citizens receive national
treatment in connection with claims against the government is not
considered sufficient. As a result only one declaration of reciprocity,
which related to the Netherlands, seems to have been issued so far.88
However, the law concerning governmental liability regulates only
what one might call liability for "governmental" functions. The
central government and its subdivisions have always been responsible
for acts done in what one might call a "proprietary" capacity. This
liability is governed by general rules of private law.89 Aliens are not
disadvantaged beyond what has already been indicated in connection
with security for costs and legal aid when they sue the government
in such a case. As one might expect, the distinction between "pro-
prietary" and "governmental" functions is not always easy to make.
In Germany there are a number of laws concerning the liability of
the central government and of the various provinces. Most of these
laws were enacted before the start of the first World War. Generally,
they provide that liability towards aliens depends on reciprocity.91
The Bonn Constitution of 1949, however, contains a very broad pro-
86. Amtshaftungsgesetz (Law on Official Liability), Dec. 8, 1948, [1949] BGB1. 49.
87. Judgment of Feb. 24, 1958, 13 OFSTEnREICHISCHE JUIUSTENZEITUNG 668 (Aust.
Adm. Ct.) (which, in fact, involved governmental liability, rather than security for
costs). As to the constitutional problems involved, see text at note 13 supra and
authorities cited.- 88. It would appear that the Austrian Ministry of Justice does not quite share the
strict interpretation of the reciprocity requirement espoused by the Federal Chancery.
89. 1 ADAMOviCH, HIANDBUCH DES OESTmnnEICaESCHN VERWALTUNGSRECHMS 8-12,
285 n.1 (5th ed. 1954); E. LOEBENSTEIN & G. KANIAK, KOMmENTAR zum AMTSHAF-
TUNGsGE-s=Z 44-47 (1951). -
90. Thus the operation of a customs warehouse is a proprietary function, Judgment
of Nov. 22, 1961, 1 Ob 458/61, 34 S.Z. 468 (Aust. Sup. Ct.), and so is the treatment
of patients in a government-owned hospital. E. LOEBENSTEiN & G. KANUIK, supra
note 89 (Supp. 1957), at 13. But vaccination under the compulsory vaccination laws
is a governmental function. E. LouBmENsTmwr & G. KANiAx, supra note 89, at 46. As
to the maintenance of streets, the authorities are split. See id. at 46 & 1957 Supp. at 13.
91. As to the German central government, see Law on the Liability of the Reich for
its Employees, May 22, 1910 [1910] RGBI. 798 (amended by Law of June 30, 1933,
[1933] RGB1. I 433, § 7). For the provincial legislation, see Frowein, Staatshaftung
gegenueber Auslaendern, 19 Jum=STENZmrTruN 358-60 (1964):
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vision concerning governmental liability.92 As a result, it has been
argued that existing restrictions on the right of aliens to sue govern-
mental units in Germany are unconstitutional. Unfortunately, this
argument has been rejected by the German Supreme Court.9 3 Thus,
United States citizens cannot take advantage of such laws even if
they make a strong showing that in their home state there are broad
provisions for governmental liability. The statute as to the liability
of the German Federal Government requires-as do most provincial
statutes-that reciprocity must be shown by a governmental declara-
tion published in the official Law Gazette in the same way as a
statute or regulation. Unlike the situation prevailing in Austria, a
request for such a declaration cannot be made at the time suit is
brought. Declarations as to reciprocity have been made as to a num-
ber of countries, but not as to the United States. As a matter of
fact, existing restrictions on governmental liability in the United
States make it unlikely that such a declaration will be issued in the
near future.9
In Germany, as in Austria, governments are liable for acts per-
formed in their proprietary capacity in the same manner as private
individuals. Reciprocity rules are immaterial in this connection.95
VI. CONCLUsION
This brief review of obstacles encountered by American parties
wishing to pursue remedies in certain European countries should not
lead to the conclusion that their lot is necessarily worse than that of
European plaintiffs in the United States. Certain procedural obstacles
which are common in the United States-such as the rule that execu-
tors, administrators, and other court-appointed parties cannot sue out-
side the jurisdiction in which they have been appointed-generally are
not known on the Continent. American executors, administrators, and
92. Grundgesetz art. 34 (1949) (W. Ger.), providing that, if any person violates
his official duties in the exercise of an official function, the government or public
body who employs him is, as a matter of principle, liable, but retains a claim over
against the employee in case of intentional or grossly negligent conduct.
93. Judgments of May 10, 1954, 13 BGBZ 241; Oct. 1, 1956, 9 NEuE JTra5Ts=cH
WocmnNscmur- 1836; July 13, 1961, 17 JumsTENr r NG 100. The Court seems to
feel that minor deviations from the rule of general liability are not unconstitutional.
94. See generally Frowein, supra note 91.
95. The distinction, once again, is not easy to make. A rock in a waterway, for
instance, entails proprietary, not governmental, liability. Judgment of April 30, 1953, 9
BGHZ 373. The decision presumably is applicable in cases of defects in highways as
well. Acts of teachers, social welfare workers, or public health doctors will generally
involve governmental liability, as will acts of post office employees, except perhaps
when transporting passengers on the postal bus lines; however, acts of the (govern-
ment-owned) railroad employees, or employees of municipal gas, water or electric
plants are proprietary in nature. See BGB § 839, Komment. 2c (Palandt 1965).
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the like can usually sue there without any form of ancillary appoint-
ment.96 On the other hand, the mere fact of distance, quite apart from
nationality, can create problems in the enforcement of rights. They
have recently been discussed in considerable detail, hence there is
no need to repeat the discussion here.97
In summary, one might say that obstacles encountered by Ameri-
can plaintiffs in Western Europe certainly do not warrant the con-
clusion that the local remedies rule should be abandoned. Rather,
it is suggested that an attempt be made to solve some of the prob-
lems indicated by treaty. In the much more touchy area of expropri-
ation, there are treaty provisions, and sometimes, at least, quite ef-
fective ones.98 Therefore, it should not be too difficult to negotiate
reforms as to technical legal rules which are frequently viewed quite
critically in all the countries concerned. United States ratification of
the Hague Convention on the service of documents99 seems to be a
first step in the right direction. 00
96. As to Austria, see H. KoEnLER, supra note 5, at 141-42 (at least in the case
of decedents not resident in Austria); as to France, see, e.g., Leffert Holz v. Union
des Juifs pour la r~sistance et l'entr'aide, 85 JOURNAL DU Daorr INTERNATONAL 134
(1958) (New York Superintendent of Insurance authorized to sue in France in his
capacity as liquidator of insurance company without ancillary appointment); as to
Germany, see, e.g., L. RAAPF, supra note 73, at 453.
97. See INTERNATIONAL CooPERATIoN IN LrTGATIoN-EURoPE (Smit ed. 1965).
98. Thus a German court held that a law which provided for compensation in an
amount less than full market value in the case of expropriation for the purpose of the
reconstruction of war-damaged cities did not violate art. 14(3) of the German
GRuNDGESETZ (Constitution) which requires "adequate" compensation for expropriated
property. However, under art. V of the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Naviga-
tion with the German Federal Republic, supra note 6, an American citizen whose
property has been expropriated under these circumstances is entitled to full value.
Judgment of Dec. 19, 1957, 26 BGHZ 200.
99. See note 76 supra.
100. Problems, especially in the reciprocity area, also arise due to misunderstandings
as to American law. See, e.g., for a German decision, C. v. Rh. & M. Feuerver-
sicherungsaktiengesellschaft, March 26, 1909, 70 RGZ 434 (mistaken assumption about
scope of res judicata), and for an Austrian decision, supra note 19 (mistaken assump-
tion about jurisdiction of federal courts). Hence increased efforts to make American law
known abroad, beyond what already is done, also would be helpful. Cf. Nadelmann,
supra note 73, at 257-62.
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